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Release Highlights 

The following are a few highlights from the issues we resolved in 2.5.  

Registrations 

Registrations can now be added and edited in ClearView.  Fees and Guests can also be associated with a 

registration. 

 

 Setting up events with the Event Management module itself is still accessed in PledgeMaker. 



 

 

ClearView Batch Now Accepts Event Payments 

When entering details in a Batch, ClearView now supports the Transaction Type of Event Payment.  When 

selecting that type, a pop-up icon will appear indicating whether or not the Prospect has any existing open 

Registrations. 

Additionally, you can create a new Registration for a Prospect in tandem with applying the associated 

payment in Batch. 

 

 

 

 



 

 

SQL Query Tool 

ClearView now allows the ability to write your own queries and view the results.  Users are still restricted via the 

core schema security in place in ClearView CRM and the core donor database.  All queries run in a read-only 

sandbox to prevent accidental (or intentional) changing of the data in the system.  This new tool also allows a 

user to export a query's results to excel.  Excel exports are limited to the maximum number of results set in 

Application Settings (default 1,000).   

This feature is available under Utilities to users with the new SQL Query Tool Access permission.  Grant the new 

permission using Roles. 

 

Scheduled Jobs 

ClearView now has an area that allows users to view any scheduled jobs and reports that are running in their 

system.  This screen functions similarly to the Scheduled Jobs screen in PledgeMaker. 

This feature is available under Utilities to users with the new Database Scheduler Access permission.  Grant the 

new permission using Roles. 

 



 

 

Full List of Completed Issues 

New Features: 

 Create and edit Registrations 

 Batch now accepts Event Payment-type transactions 

 SQL Query Tool available in Utilities, including schema Data Dictionary access 

 Scheduled Jobs available in Utilities 

Improved Features: 

 Add Most Recent Soft Credit-related columns to Prospect Info Tab 

 Prospect Info Tab should not show plain coded values 

 Update login ad from User Conference to now showcase Mobile 

 Update Prospect News and Weather integrations to work with Canadian addresses 

 Improve Pledge and Gift read-only roles to smartly show correct VAE 

 Change the Greeting field from a text area to a text field 

Bug Fixes: 

 Cannot set default values to enumerated fields in VAE configuration (i.e. Gender, Marital Status) 

 Duplicate action/actionCode field on Actions (Contact) VAE configuration 

 Error when deleting Connection (Relationship) that is self-linked 

 Embedded report input controls do not show descriptions 

 Payments data table for Gift/Registration very slow 

 Spouse Salutation/Title not populated when spouse is linked 

 Action list screen does not properly display Remark text 

 Corrected giving panel showing months as mixture of abbreviations and numbers 

 Text area fields do not wrap in view mode, or have full width in edit mode 

 Login to a tenant with a locked proxy account does not clean up license usage 

 Cannot add a new prospect when usercodes have default values (fixed in 2.5.01 patch) 

 Long-running queries to ClearView database a closed prematurely (fixed in 2.5.01 patch) 

Setup Notes for Installed Clients 

A 2.5.01 patch was released on 9.14.2015.  Installed clients should upgrade directly to 2.5.01. 

This version of ClearView has associated updates to the external services application. Cloud customers have 

had this update applied automatically. 

ClearView has a new Registration VAE configuration that is not backwards-compatible with the previous 

configuration.  If being upgraded from a pre-2.5 version to a post-2.5 version of ClearView, installed clients will 

need to update the Registration VAE configuration, taking the SofTrek default as a base template. 

This version of ClearView officially removes support for JasperReports 4.5 and JasperReports 5.5. This version of 

ClearView only supports JasperReports 5.6.  Cloud clients are unaffected by this change.  This notice is for 

installed clients who may still need to be upgraded to JasperReports 5.6. 

With this release, JasperReports includes several new standard reports and standard Domain enhancements.  A 

JasperReports upgrade is necessary to access those enhancements.   

Installed clients can contact Client Services with any inquiries regarding upgrading ClearView and 

JasperReports: support@softrek.com. 



 

 

Core Donor Database Version 

ClearView 2.5  requires a minimum PledgeMaker schema version of 4.7.2.9.02. Additionally, ClearView 2.0+ 

requires Oracle Database version 11g.  ClearView 2.5 requires Java 7 (JDK 1.7) to be installed on the server it is 

running on. 

Workstation Requirements and Supported Browsers 

To obtain the best performance results with ClearView CRM, workstations should have the following 

specifications (at minimum): 

 Intel Core 2 Duo or equivalent 

 2GB of RAM 

 1280x1024 desktop resolution 

 Broadband Internet connection (business-level DSL, cable, fiber-optic, etc.)  

Having several applications running concurrently in an operating system can negatively affect any software 

application's performance. Using ClearView CRM on a modern, high-end workstation will mean better, more 

responsive performance. Using ClearView CRM on an older PC running many applications at the same time will 

likely result in less-than-optimum performance. Following the above guidelines allows ClearView CRM to offer 

users the best possible experience. 

The following browsers are officially tested and supported for use with ClearView CRM: 

 Internet Explorer 9+ 

 Firefox 8+ 

 Chrome 15+  

Previous versions of Internet Explorer, Firefox and Chrome, as well as the Safari browser, have not been tested 

and are not officially supported. We recommend you use the latest version of any supported browser. 

Client Services Contact Information 

If you have any questions, please contact our support team: 

 Phone: 1-800-442-9211 

 Email: support@softrek.com 

 Fax: (716) 691-2828 

 Address: 

o SofTrek Corporation 

o 30 Bryant Woods North 

o Amherst, NY 14228 


